Teacher: Julio Ramirez
Activity: Partner Find-it
HRF target: Cardiovascular Fitness
Objective: TSWBAT catch balls tossed by his/her partner with 60% accuracy.
Prerequisite Skills: Fielding grounders, fly balls and throwing for accuracy

Activity Cues:
Thrower: toss, give target, two hands to catch
Fielder: body position, two hands to catch, throw to target

Description: Stand 20-30' from a partner with each pair a safe distance from other pairs. One partner will toss while the other fields, alternating tasks every 5 tosses. Tosser uses a combination of grounders, fly balls and line drive throws to move the fielder from their "base" position. After throwing each ball, the tosser should provide a target with their glove (usually chest height) for the fielder. The fielder should move into the appropriate fielding position relative to the ball tossed, use two hands to catch each ball, then throw to the tosser’s glove/target.

Safety: Partners should be spaced far enough apart to allow movement to field balls without interfering with others (teacher's discretion). If space does not allow, limit number of partnerships active at once. Possible to have those not active assessing process of those active.

Equipment: Each student needs one glove. Each pair needs one ball.

SAMPLE LAYOUT FOR ORGANIZATION:

X ← 20-30’ → X

X ← 20-30’ → X

X ← 20-30’ → X

X ← 20-30’ → X

X ← 20-30’ → X

X ← 20-30’ → X

X ← 20-30’ → X